UNIT 10 VOCABULARY

10A Activity 2

break down  to divide something into parts
highlight  to mark written words with a pen or on a computer so you can see them more easily
password  a secret word or number that you use to enter a computer or bank account
pattern  a design made from shapes, colors, etc., arranged in a regular way

10A Activity 4

appointment  a meeting that has been arranged for a particular time and place
gadget  a small tool or machine that makes a job easier
lock combination  a series of numbers or letters you need to open a combination lock

10B Activity 1

accept  not to feel angry or upset about something
fall  to be unsuccessful at something
forget about  to stop thinking or worrying about something or someone
improve  to get better
patient  accepting problems without complaining or getting angry

10B Activity 2

appreciate  to understand the value of someone or something
cheerful  happy and positive
compliment  to express approval, admiration, or respect; to praise
disappoint  to fail to satisfy hopes or expectations
impress  to make someone feel admiration and respect